Annual reports of the town officers of Stoddard, N.H. for the year ending December 31, 1988. by Stoddard Town Representatives







Town Clerk: Joan Read 446-2203
Hours: Tuesday &> Thursday QAM to 2PM ©» 4PM to 6PM
or by Appointment
Tax CoUector: Charlotte H. Pratt 847-3212
Hours: Thursday 1PM to 3PM
or by Appointment
Town Office: 446-3326
Monday 7PM to 9PM - Selectmen's Meeting
Wednesday 1PM to 5PM - Secretary available
Trash Transfer Station
Hours: Saturday ©> Sunday 9AM to 4PM
Summer Hours: July through Labor Day
Saturday fif' Sunday 9AM to 4PM
Wednesday 1PM to 4PM
Police
Fire Mutual Aid 352-1100
Fire S* Rescue
Fire Mutual Aid 352-1100
Fire Warden - Burning Permits
Lewis Clark - Warden 446-3480
Joseph Sarcione - Deputy Warden 446-7144
Patricia Lamothe - Deputy Warden 446-7059
Animal Control
Joan Zelasny 446-7502 or 446-3302
Library Hours
Thursday 7PM to 9PM
Stoddard Conservation Commission
Meetings as needed - to be posted
Stoddard Historical Society
Meet Third Monday of April, June, August ®» October
7:30 at Town Hall
Stoddard Pljuining Board
Meet First Tuesday of Month at Town Hall
7PM
Stoddard School Board
Meet First Thursday of Month at
James M. Faulkner Elementeiry School
at 7PM
Anyone who wishes to appear before the Board should, ifpossible, contact aBoardMember
a week prior so that his name may be placed on the Agenda.
Board Members: Nancy Cressy: 446-7159; James Taylor: 446-7040;
Brenda Biyer: 446- 3415
Stoddard PTA
Meet Last Tuesday of the Month, 7PM
James M. Faulkner Elementary School
Stoddard Congregcitioned Church
Opens Last Sunday of June through August
Services Begin at 10:00 AM
Stoddard Zoning Board of Adjustment
Meet first Monday of Month
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OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
Selectmen





Some years ago, in the not too distant past, the Selectmen met every
other week. A simpler time when contracts were verbal, sealed with a
handshcike, has passed.
Budgets also have not been spared the costs of the times. It is hard to
control spending when so much is outside the jurisdiction of the
Selectmen. County taxes soar as does the cost of SAU 24. These costs are
just "plugged into" our Town's costs. What is really left for us to decide
upon?
The one opportunity that we have for savings is through recycling. Don't
be fooled into thinking we can make money, but we can realize savings by
cost avoidence. Over 40% of the bulk in our waste is paper. Recycling
removes this from the waste stream. Aluminum cans have a cash value, as
does copper. We hope that voluntary recycling will save money and the
environment, thus it has the complete backing of the Selectmen's Office.
The Fall of 1989 will bring the State in for their long awaited revaluation
of Real Property. This may take up to 1 8 months to complete. No one is more
aware than we are of the growing disparities and we appreciate the
patience that most have demonstrated.
As we have promised, substancial repairs have been made to Town roads
and bridges. Much more needs to be done. We are presenting Warrant
Articles this year for reconstruction of two Town roads. Kings' Highway
and Shedd Hill Road are beyond the point of patching. The School Hill
Road, although widened, still needs to be paved. We cannot continue to
defer these repairs mentioned and we have many other projects to address.
Respectfully submitted,
Hany R. Power, Chairman
John D. Halter,
James T. D'Arcy, Jr.
TOWN OF STODDARD
Town Warrant
The polls will be open from 1:00 PM to 7:00 PM
To the inhabitants of the Town of Stoddard in the said County oj
Cheshire in the State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Stoddard on
Tuesday the fourteenth day of March, next at 1:00 of the clock in the
forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To see if you are in favor of adopting the proposed amendments and
additions to the Community Planning (Zoning) Ordinance as proposed by
the Stoddard Planning Board. (No discussion on the Article)
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Stoddard on
Tuesday the Twenty-first day of March, next at 7:00 in the evening, to act
upon the following articles 3 through 36:
*3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$86,560
to defray Town Charges for the ensuing year.
*4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and Treasurer to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes if necessary.
*5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,500
to be added to the 1988 appropriation to cover the cost of the Town
computer.
^6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$453 as
its share for the support of the Monandock Family and Mental Health
Services.
*7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,800
as its share for the support of the Home Health Care and Community
Services.
*8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$500 as
a contingency fund for activities planned for the community by the Old
Home Days Committee.
*9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,300
for the operation and maintenance of the Davis Library.
*10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $200
for the operation of the Stoddard Conservation Commission.
*1 1. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for and
accept gifts and/or State or Federal Aid in the name of the Town of
Stoddard for the operation and legitimate expenditures ofany appropriate
Stoddcird agency.
*12.To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$594 as
its share of the operating budget for the Southwest Solid Waste
Management District, 149M.
*13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$ 1 ,2 1
3
as its share of the operating budget for the Ashuelot Refuse Disposal
District, 53-B.
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*14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$43,000 for the operational expenses of the Trash Transfer Station and
Town of Washington fees for the ensuing year.
*15. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Town's representatives to
the Generail Court to respond to our solid waste crisis by taking all
necessary measures to insure that New Hampshire adopt legislation that
will permit consumers to return for refund of deposit within New
Hampshire all soda, beer, wine cooler and liquor containers and that all
unclaimed deposit moneys shall be collected by the state and no less than
80% shall be returned annually to local municipalities for the sole purpose
of implementing, expanding and reimbursing community recycling
projects. Submitted by petition.
*16. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell by
auction or by advertised sealed bid, properties acquired by the Town
through Tax Collector's Deed in accordance with RSA 80:42.
*17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$5,000
to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund established for the purpose of
future of land to house governmental facilities.
*18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofup to
$10,000 for the purpose of defraying costs to rebuild a home for Donald
Curry. (The amount of moneys collected in the Don Cuny Building Fund to
be deducted from the above requested amount on the floor at Town
Meeting.)
*19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500
for the operating budget of the Stoddard Zoning Board of Adjustment.
*20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$45,500 for winter cind summer maintenance ofTown Roads and Bridges.
*21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$36,000; $21,000 for emergency highway/bridge repair, gravel and sand;
and$ 15,000 for repairs to Shedd Hill Road.
*22. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow the
sum of $47,000 to be repaid over a period of 2 years for the repair and
reconstruction of King's Highway from Route 123 to the end ofthe current
pavement.
*23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5 1 , 1 30; $ 1 6, 1 30 as operating budget for the Stoddard Planning Board for
the ensuing year; and $35,000 for legal costs to be associated with the
Pickerel Cove Lawsuit and resulting lawsuits by the Town of Stoddard
against two insurance firms.
*24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $534
for membership costs to the Southwest Region Planning Commission for
the coming year.
*25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$2,0 16
for the operation budget of the Stoddard Fire Warden, to include the
purchase of equipment and radio, for the ensuing year.
*26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$2,500
for the Selectmen to hire a licensed, competent firm to provide a fireworks
display for the 4th of July holiday.
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*27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Police.
*28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$9,895
for the operating budget of the Stoddard Fire ^ Rescue Department.
*29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,000 to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund established for the
purpose of a Pumper Tanker Vehicle.
*30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$2,000
for the purchase of two Minitors and 12 pairs of Bunker Pants for the
Stoddard Fire &' Rescue Department.
*^31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$1,500
to donate to the Marlow Ambulance Service for the purpose of defraying
their insurance costs.
*32. To see if the Town will vote to rciise and appropriate the sum of
$86,530 to rebuild the Stoddard end of Valley Road with the contingency
that the Stoddard residents of Highland Lakes Assoc, shall agree to
assume and pay through betterment assessments the remaining sum of
$43,265 and provided that the Highland Lakes Association will, following
proper procedures, provide notice and to obtain the consent of its members
to the proposed settlement, then the Town of Stoddard shall accept Valley
Road, a private road, as a Town Highway, extending from the Stoddard
Town line to existing turnaround next to the Korpreski property, on the
condition that the Town be dropped as a party in the lawsuit. Highland
Lakes Association v. Washington and Stoddard.
*33. To see if the Town will accept Valley Road, a private road as a Town
Highway, extending from the Stoddard Town line to existing turnaround
next to the Korpreski property, on the condition that the Town be dropped
as a party in the Lawsuit, Highland Lakes Assoc, v. Washington and
Stoddard. Submitted by petition.
*34. To see if the Town will vote to transfer to the Stoddard School District
any interest that the Town has in and to the abandoned roadway, known as
the Old Town Road, to the extent the same passes through land of the
Stoddard School District and to abandon said road as aTown road; further,
to see if the Town will vote to receive from the Stoddard School District any
alternative easements or rights of way that might be negotiated between
the Selectmen and the School Board as consideration for the transfer of the
abandoned roadway. Or take any other action in relation thereto.
*35. To see if the Town of Stoddard will send a message to the Legislature
and Governor calling for a comprehensive toxic transition law requiring
coordinated programs of planning, research and development, education,
enforcement, and economics incentives to achieve toxic reduction by
substitution with safer substances.










Town Officer's Salaries $ 1 1 ,000 $ 1 0,785
Town Officer's Expenses 17,950 21,871
Election &> Registration 1,275 2,603
Cemeteries 1,000 1,000
General Government Buildings 13,675 11,778
Planning fiP Zoning 18,733 33,197
Legal Expenses 4,000 2,921
Adv. &- Regional Assoc. 588 382
Contingency Fund 1,000 2,755
Restoration of Town Records 1,300 1,234
Zoning Board of Adjustment 500 748
Tax Map Maintenance 960 960
Computer Services 250 -0-
Public Safety
Police Department 5,000 3,662
Fire Department 12,115 11,004
Civil Defense 200 -0-
Forest Fires 200 774
Fire & Rescue Gear 2,000 2,000
Highways, Streets & Bridges
Town Maintenancelsummer &' winter) 46,880 46,634
General Highway Department Expense 350 612
Street Lighting 2,000 2,130
Public Landings 150 -0-
Roads-Gravel, Sand &' Emergency 1 1 , 1 20 31 ,442
King's Highway, repairs
Valley Road, Phase 11 Engineering Costs 4,312 -0-
Sanitation
Solid Waste Disposal 33,000 42,504
Solid Waste 149M 384 384
Ashuelot Valley Dist. 53B 1,547 1,547
Health
Health Department 300 240
Hospitals Sf' Ambulances-Marlow 1,500 1,500
Animal Control 550 376
Vital Statistics 75 59
Mon. Family &> Mental Health 430 429
Home Health Care Serv. 1,800 596
Welfare








Principal of Long-Term Bonds fiP Notes
Interest Expense - Long-Term Bonds Sr" Notes









































Int. &' Penalty on Taxes
Inventory Penalties




Reimb. a/c State-Federal Land
Other reimbursements
State Flood Reimb. (1987)
Licenses & Permits
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits fir" Filing Fees
Charges for Services
Income from Departments
Rent of Town Property
Miscellaneous Revenues
Interest of Deposits
Total Revenues and Credits
Estimated
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1988
Description
Town HaU, Lands fiP Buildings
TOWN OF STODDARD
Financi£il Report
Year End December 31, 1988
ASSETS
Funds in the Custody of Treasurer
^ Ol Oi
in o r^— en -^
CN -"' IN






Town Officer's Salaries $10,784
Town Officer's Expenses 22.252




Protection of Persons & Property
Police Department 3,662
Fire fir' Rescue 11,003
Forest Fire 754
Animal Control 376















Emergency Repair: General 9, 1 60
Granite Lake Bridge 7,145













Temporary Reval Loan 20,000
Tax Anticipation Note 275,000
Interest on Temporary Loans 1,471







Damages fiP Legal 2,92
1
Abatements SP Refunds 2,755
Tax Sale Costs 13,035
Yield Tax Transfers 2,235
Unemployment Compensation 8
Federal Withholding Taxes 502
Prior Years' Appropriations 2,000
1 987 Accounts Payable 2,9 1
2
Regional Planning Dues 539
Total $26,980
Sp)ecial Appropriations
Monadnock Family &' Mental Health 429
Home Health &' Community Care 596
Solid Waste Management 384
Ashuelot Valley District 53B 1,547
Town Records Restoration 1,234
Tax Map Maintenance 960
Marlow Ambulance 1,500
Fire Dept. - Capitol Reserve 10,000
Hre ©* Rescue - Protective Gear 2,000
Fireworks 2,500
Cemeteries - Trustees 1,000
Town Land - Capitol Reserve 5,000
Total $27,150
Pymts to Other Gov. Divisions
County of Cheshire 1 37,02
1
Payments to School District 385,514
Total $522,535
Total Payments for all Purposes $1,118,943




From Local Taxes - Current
DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
1988
Town Officer's Salaries
Charlotte H. Pratt, Collector $3,943.00
Joan Read, Town Clerk 1.900.00
Nancy Murray, Treasurer 1,000.00
Harry R Power, Selectman 1,200.00
John D. Halter, Selectman 1,200.00
James T. D'Arcy, Selectman 900.00
Judith Gibbs, Deputy Collector 241.50
Susan D'Arcy, Auditor 200.00




Harry R Power-mtgs, mlg, exp. 979.84
John D. Halter-mtgs, mlg, exp. 703.59
James D'Arcy, mtgs, mlg, exp. 693.75
NH Municipal Assoc, dues '88 ©» '89 814.00
New England Telephone 6 1 7. 1
6
Homestead Press, supplies 17.60
Homestead Press, Town Reports 2,575.74
McAuliffe's - supplies 301.29
Anderson the Florists 60.00
CC Register of Deeds, transfers 25.52
US Postal Service, stamps, box 100.50
Bradley, Burnett, road release 8.00
Rental Deposits returned 400.00
Ekiuity Publishing. RSA updates 104.95
Connecticut Valley - copier 1,190.00
Connecticut Valley - supl.. rep. 670.07
CC Probate Court, decedant list 3.50
Joan Zelasny, supplies 3.00
Susan D'Arcy. supl, mlg, pstg 184.65
SW Region Plan. Comm., books 1 1.97
Nancy Murray, mileage 101.50
Tuckers Power Equip, mower rep. 84.96
Lx)ring, Short &' Harmon, supplies 32.00
Keene Monument, foundation, set marker 45.00
NEBS, supplies 41.12
Highland Lake Marina, rent boat 35.00
Curry Printing, Building Permits 80.75
Keene Copy Service, copy blotter 66.16
Total $9,951.62
Advertising &' Regional Assoc.
Keene Publishing, advertising 326.25











James &> Susan D'Arcy 37.08
Total $37.08
Clerks Expense
NH CTCA - dues 1988 12.00
National Market Reports 102.00
Allan Kendall's, supplies, rep. 280.60
Wheeler fiP Clark, dog tags, forms 63.41
Auto &> Dog Registrations 1,566.60
Joan Read, exp. convention, mlg. 654.66
Treasurer, State of NH, Dog Lie. 64.50
Diane Duffy, Deputy Clerk, Conv. 418.08
McClean, Hunter, Reports 56.00
Stamped Envel. Agcy, 136.90
Total $3,354.75
Collectors Expense
NH Tax Collector's Assoc. '88 dues 1 5.00
US Postal Service, stamps 705.00
Allan Kendall's, supplies, rep. 138.41
Homestead Press, supplies, bills 272.90
Charlotte Pratt, mtgs, exp. post. 73.73
Loring, Short &> Harmon, tax bks 190.00





Nancy Murray, reimb. 1.05
Safeguard Business Forms, checks 196.32
NM Bank, deposit stamp 24.46
Total $459.57
Elections S* Registrations
Keene Publishing: ads 166.01
Homestead Press, ballots 352.99
Joan Read, absentee ballot exp. 69.07
Land Contractors, copies 5.00
Total $593.07
Election Services
Samuel Green, moderator 375.00
Dot Patnode, ballot clerk 145.00
Priscilla Holland, ballot clerk 60.00
Lena Vaillancourt, ballot clerk 180.00


















Speedway Petroleum, fuel 1,126.32
Public Service NH, electric 787. 12
New England Telephone 301.06
Stoddard Mill Village, supplies 4.18
Sam's Garage Door Serv., repairs 98.00
Total $2,316.68
Police
Patriot Motors, install Igts 198.75
TAB Police Dist., supplies 103.20
Fire Mutual Aid, radio repair 378.68
BSO-Organized Crime Ctr., training 285.00
Ekjuity Publishing Corp., law bks 64.15
Chapin/Ashuelot, medical sup. 176.33
Richard A. Sherburne, flares 165.93
NH Law Directory &> Daybook 26.75
Kathiyn Libby, safety off., hrs. 50.00
Suzanne Taylor, Saf. hrs &= mlg 335.50
Dawn Hinkley, Traffic Cont. hrs 18.00
Brian Muriy, Traffic Cont. hrs 18.00
Daniel Eaton, reimb. casual help 100.00
David Vaillancourt, mlg 320.75
duty «» training hrs 1,318.00
supplies Sr" reimburse 102.69
Total $3,661.73
Fire S* Rescue
Fire Mutual Aid, dues, dir. 75.00
Fire Mutual Aid, radio repairs 466.12
Extinguishers Plus, maint, rechg 153.00
NH Medical Sup., air lease 85.96
NH Medical Sup., supplies 112.65
NH Retirement Sys. Life Ins. 138.00
Bound Tree Corp. rescue sup. 509.40
Duffy's Market, gasoline 357.33
Hayes Gas fir" Grocery, gasoline 195.56
S §» J Auto Parts, Maint. commpr. 1,904.61
Don Fleming, Salary, '87 S' '88 730.00
Fire Chief, subscription 43.00
Weaver's Garage, repairs, ins. 684.75
Meadowwood, training 175.00
Motorola, Inc., radio, minitor 1,616.00
Goodyear Auto Serv., veh. batt. 106.82
Keene Industrial Paper, batteries 53.62
Northeast Airgas, Inc., lease 50.00
Patricia Lamothe, reimb. sup., lie 15.99
Conway Assoc, equip, gear 1,405.90
Guyettes, generator 664.95
Richard Atkins, EMT training 120.00
Lorretta Hull, training 100.00
Brian Cahill, reimb. equip. 96.13
Stoddard Fire Dept., reimb. equip. 374.85
Mill Village Store, equip. 144.00




Lewis Clark, mtg., fires 64.90
Wally R Weaver Sr., mtg, frs, mlg 64.95
Joseph Sarcione, mtg., fires 33.75
Donald Fleming, fires 6.75
Brian Murray, fires 17.58
John Cressy, fires 35.16
Wally H. Weaver, fires 17.58
Richard Weaver, fires 17.58
Kevin Hyes, fires 16.56
Patricia Lamothe, fires 27.00
Gary Oke, fires 17.58
Randy Elliot 16.56
Gordon Gamett, fires 17.58
Rodney Williams, fires 1 7.58
Daniel Eaton, fires 17.58
James Pollock, fires, mlg 19.68
Bob Horn, fires 1 7.58
Tracy Libby, fires 35. 1
6
John Phillips, fires 1 7.58
Doug Comers, fires 28.21
Bob Wisted, fires, mlg 23.44
David Weaver, fires 16.56
Brain Cahill, fires 23.44
John Bohl, fires 5.86
Treasurer, State of NH, equip. 1 77.44
Total $753.64
Animal Control
Monadnock Region Humane Soc. 130.00
Cynthia Merchant, clean truck 60.00




Joseph A. Keating, general 13,504.00
National Sheriff Police 1,605.00
Total $15,109.00
Conservation Commission
NH Assoc, of Con. Com. 46.00
Diana Duplissie, reimb. sup. 6.76
Total $52.76
Zoning Board of Adjustments
Keene Publishing, required ads 275.69
Bradley, Burnett, legal 24.93
NH Municipal Assoc, lecture 7.00
Reimbursements
PhyUis Sawyer, pos., sup., mlg. 159.54
Priscilla Holland, pos., sup. 195.66
John Lightbody, Jr., mileage 12.50
Charles Chankler. mlg 46.00
Robert Cowie, mlg 14.00
Total 735.32
Vital Statistics
Joan Read: reimb., pos. rec. 45.74




State of NH, lay testing, lakes 70.00
Diana Duplissie, reimb., Lay test 170.00
Total 240.00
Wetste DispKJsal
John Duffy, attendant 3,970.00
Community Sanitation, lease 7,668.91
Waste Management on NH, lease 25,025.00
Public Service NH, electric 560.88
Kenneth Clark, fiU 170.00
Town of Washington, dump use 682.50
W.L. Bourassa disp. old tires 247.00
Stoddard Paint Co., paint barn 1,200.00
Staples Trucking, haul old tires 300.00
Clark's Trucking, hauling 440.00
Frank Beaupre, attendant 1,307.75
City of Keene. 1988 tonnage fee 290.00
Braden Printing, dump stickers 321.30
US Postal Serv. pos., stickers 300.00
McAuliffe's, envelopes, stickers 20.32
Total $42,503.66
Highways S* Bridges
Town of Sullivan, plowing 456.25
Hamshaw Lumber, mat., Gl Brdg 793.23
Arthur Whitcomb, products 1,462.32
W.R. Weaver, Sr., plowing 120.00
BURTCO, culverts 1,483.47
Keene Sentinel, ad for Brdg. 50.40
Perkins, Bassett, etc., GL Brdg 51.75
Max Cohen fir- Sons, GL Brdg, mat 2,100.00
Frank Whitcomb Const., products 54.54
National Fence «= Granite - mat. 1,009.00
Staples Trucking - Winter main. 22,300.00
Summer maint. 29,143.50
General Emergency 5,815.00
Granite Lake Bridge 3,752.35
School Hill Road 9,484.00
Total $78,075.81
Outdoor Lighting




Public Service NH, electric 82.55
Frances Rumrill. Librarian, Jan. 565.00
Suzanne Taylor/Discovery Toys, bks 19.96
Toadstool Bookshop, books 332.94




Allan Kendall's, flags 34.85
Total $117.65
-25-
Savings Bank of Walpole, assist.
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1988
DR.
Levies of:
Uncollected Taxes-Beginning of Fiscal Year 1988 Prior
Property Taxes $ 1 92,089.00
Resident Taxes 370.00
Yield Taxes 881.85
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $652,089.00
Land Use Change Tax 1,440.00
Yield Taxes 4,762.55
Added Taxes:
Property Taxes 4,127.00 282.00
Resident Taxes 50.00
Interest Collected on Delinquent
Taxes 54.76 1,636.87
Penalties Collected on Resident Taxes 24.00
Total Debits $662,473.31 $195,333.72
CR-
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Land Use Change Tax
Yield Taxes
Interest on Taxes




Uncollected Taxes-End of Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes
Total Credits $662,473.31 $195,333.72
$564,999.95 :
SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year ended December 31, 1988
DR.
Tax Sales on Account of Levies Of:
1987 1986 Prior
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
1988
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REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
1988 Dog Licenses (103) $409.00
Dog Penalties &= Fines 30.00
1 988 Auto Permits ( 1 .006) 62,690.00
1988 Filing Fees 14.00
Zoning Ordinances 14.00
1 988 Marriage Licenses ( 1
)
1 3.00
1988 Interest Indian Head Bank NOW account 191.78





02/10/88 Ashlie Marie Harper
07/16/88 Robert John Warner, Jr.
07/25/88 Dakota Whitecrow Adams
08/21/88 Jeffeiy Clifford Smith
10/06/88 Brian James Levering



























































REPORT OF DAVID PUBLIC LIBRARY
The Library was open from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. on Thursday evenings
during 1988. The elementary school children visit the library on Tuesday
afternoons. In addition to the Thursday evening hours, the library will be
open from 9:00 to 10:00 a.m. on Saturday mornings during the summer
months.
An electronic typewriter was acquired during 1 988 and may be used by
library patrons at the library. We have rejoined the Internal Revenue
Service tax forms program. Tax forms and instructions are now available at
the library. Our annual book sale was held during Old Home Days in July
and was once again a great success. Jim Taylor continues to serve as library
assistant.
We extend our thanks to all those people who made donations during
1988. They included Ruth Atheam, Nancy Bailey, Charles Chandler,
Mary Conklin, Eunice Fiske, Mrs. Robert Haven, Henry Klie, Susan
Loman, Barbara Rockwell, Alan Rumrill, Lena Vaillencourt and serveral
anonymous donors. A special thanks goes to Charles Chandler for his




Balance on Hand Dec. 31, 1987
AUDITOR'S REPORT
We hereby certify that we have examined the records of the Selectmen,
Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Treasurer, Trustees of Trust Funds, Library
Trustee, and Boat Permit Fee Agent of the Town of Stoddard, NH for the
year ending December 31, 1987. In our opinion, the aforementioned
records, together with their financial statements and auditor's report
present fairly the financial position and the results of its operations and
changes in its financicd position for the year ended, in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles, applied using cash basis
methods consistent with that of the preceding year.
Verification letters were sent to 100% of the unpaid tax bills as of
February 20, 1988 with request for responses for incorrect bills only. Copy
of letter attached.
Susan A D'Arcy, Town Auditor
James T. D'Arcy Jr., Town Auditor
STODDARD FIRE & RESCUE
In 1988 the Stoddard Fire ©> Rescue Department has had a busy and
productive year. Through recruiting and training, we have several new
members and some older members have become more active.
We have increased our 'in Town' training and have had good
participation in other Certified Fire and Rescue courses.
We have been able to update and increase some of our equipment both
through donations and our budget. Some of the items purchased are a
Stokes Basket for Rescue, a small generator for on the scene lighting and
power tools and replacement of the last ofour 20 year old fire hose.We have
also replaced some protective clothing and worn out pump suction hose.
We responded to a total of 49 calls in 1988, they break down as follows: 4
false alarms, 1 Mutual Aid response, 19 medical assists, 1 car fire, 6 car
accidents, 8 Fire calls and 8 brush fires.
You will notice an increase in Capital Reserve this year towards a New
Tanker Truck in the future. Currently we are using a retrofitted, retired
Army truck. We expect no more than 5 years of service out of this truck.
This increase is in keeping with last years plan discussed at town meeting.
There will also be some repair needed on Engine 4 sometime in the next
year or two on the tank and tank supports, otherwise we find ourselves in
very good shape.
AgEiin we would like to offer an invitation to come down and look around
anytime,. We also cire interested in talking to prospective new members.
Respectfully submitted.
Chief, Donald Fleming
Deputy Chief, John Cressy




REPORT OFTOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN S» STATE FOREST RANGER
Between July 1987 and June 1988, we experienced more fires than
normal. The three leading causes of forest fires were again children, fires
kindled without written permission of a Forest Fire Warden and debris
burning. All causes are preventable, but only with your help.
Please help our town and state forest fire officials with forest fire
prevention. Contact your Forest Fire Warden for more information.
Enforcement of a state timber harvest regulation is the responsibility of
State Forestry officials. Our state has excellent timber harvest regulations;
however, your assistance is needed.
Ifyou know of a logging operation and suspect a state timber harvest law
may be violated, Ccdl your Forest Fire Wcirden, Concord Forest Protection
Headquarters at (603)271-2217, or local Forest Ranger.
On January 1, 1989, the Deceptive Forestry Business Practices Law (RSA
224:54) goes into effect. This law, in summary, states that aperson is guilty
ofa misdemeanor if, in the course ofbuying or selling a forest product, uses
a false weight or measure for falsely determining any quality or quantity of
a forest product. For more information, contact one of the persons
mentioned above.
FOREST FIRE STATISTICS - 1988























STODDARD ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Zoning Board of Adjustment continues to hear requests for
variances and special exceptions. Vacancies were created on the Board by
the resignation of John Lightbody, Jr. and the passing of the late Charles
Eaton. New members are Robert Cowie and Cindy Bohl. Positions are open










REPORT OF THE STODDARD CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Stoddard received some 60 dredge Sr* fill applications during this year.
Most of these were as a result of the drawdown of Highland Lake. The
Conservation Commission (CO would like to point out that the Wetlands
Board does not grant everything applied for. One example they routinely
deny is putting retaining walls farther out in the lake to create new land
above the water line. Application for permits cire obtained from the Town
Clerk. Permits issued must be signed and posted for public view.
There follows quotes from portions of RSA 483-A "Fill and Dredge in
Wetlands". 483-A: 1. 1 "... No person shall excavate, remove, fill, dredge or
construct any structure in or on any bank, flat, marsh, or swamp in and
adjacent to anywaters ofthe State without written notice ofhis intention ...
to the wetland board ... 483-A: 1-a Definition: "II Wherever fresh water flows
or stcinds ... including the portion ofany bank or shore which borders such
surface waters, and to any swamp or bog subject to periodic flooding ...
including the surrounding shore ..."
The CC began State Assisted Lay Lake Monitoring this summer. Ideally
each lake should be monitored 3 times a summer at monthly intervals. In
1988 we were able to do Highland Lake twice, Island and Center Ponds
once. We hope to do the full treatment in 1989. The Granite Lake
Association plans in 1989 to do the same for Granite Lake.
The tests are done at different depths in each lake's deep spot, and at
various inlets and outlets around the lake. Parcmieters measured for are as
follows: temperature S' dissolved oxygen, transparency, chlorophyll-a, total
phosphorus, electrical conductivity, color, PH and alkalinity. These are put
together to give a baseline profile of each lake and over time show trends,
developing problems, and existing problems. The CC has a report on each
l£ike from the Biology Bureau of DES, and a public forum will be held in the
springtime with general explanations of significance.
One CC member attended the annual meeting ofNHACC and 2 attended
a workshop on the LCIP/Trust for NH Lands. This is an important tool for
conservation that needs to be utilized in Stoddard. The CC wishes to assist
interested persons, but need not be the prime mover of this program.
Respectfully submitted,
Jane Abert Chairman - term expires 1991
John Lightbody Jr. - term expires 1991
Alan Rumrill - term expires 1990
Joseph Coughlin - term expires 1990
Priscilla Holland - term expires 1989
Diana Duplissie, Secretary - term expires 1989
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LAY LAKE MONITORS
Special Thanks for Transportation:
On the water: Robert Hahn, Helen Sanders, Roger Wood, Jr., Cindy Bohl
Over the road (to Concord): Barbara Jones, Frances Wood
Working on the testing: Jane Abert, Joseph Coughlin, Diana Duplissie,
Barbara Jones, Kimberely Rumrill
Fun and Frolic combined with serious testing of Lake water -
VOLUNTEERS are needed. Ifyou have about 3 hours of time either June,
July or August or all 3 you can help and Iccim the science ofwater testing!
Submitted by,
Diana Duplissie, Secretary Conservation Commission
The Selectmen wish to thank all those volunteers mentioned above and
especially Diana for handling of the Lay Testing, soliciting volunteers and
for her report. THANKS!
REPORT OF ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER
The year 1988 saw a dramatic increase in the number of calls forAnimal
Control. While only 79 calls required response by the officer, there were over
100 calls that were handled by phone. This would indicate that residents
are aware that immediate contactwhen their animal is missing from home
generally results in the animal being returned safely.
We are very sad to have lost the services ofCynthia Merchant who was the
Animal Control Officer for Stoddard since 1980. But we are grateful for the
many years of dedicated service that she provided and know that she
continues to care for the well-being of all the animals in Town.
If anyone needs hay for dog coops, please contact the Animal Control
Officer. Dogs left outside in the winter months appreciate this bedding for
warmth. Also remember that an outdoor dog may need an increase in feed
as his body uses extra energy to fend off the cold.
We appreciate the cooperation shown by the Town's residents
throughout the year.
Respectfully submitted,
Joan Zelasny, Animal Control Officer
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STODDARD OLD HOME DAY COMMITTEE REPORT
The 1988 annual celebration ofStoddard Old Home Dayswas once again
a success due to the support and efforts of local residents and
organizations.
This year's celebration started Friday July 15, 1988 with a supper
sponsored by the Stoddard Congregational Church. Following the supper,
a Contra Dance was held at the Town Hall with music and calling
performed by Dudley Laufman. Saturday's events included a parade
complete with floats, children's participation. Hill's Band Wagon, antique
cars and Fire Engines. Shortly after the parade the events ofthe day fell into
place with public buildings open for tours and various sales. The rescue
squad held a Bazaar in the Town Hall and the Women's Fellowship had a
sale. This year's children's activities were enjoyed byyoung and old alike as
Odds Bodkin, the talesman, depicted stories of far away lands and unique
recipes. Subsequent to the afternoon children's gam.es, a Quilt display w£is
taking place at the Barbour-Thomas Homestead and the Stoddard Fire
Department's annual chicken barbecue was warming up for another
delicious country style cookout. Saturday evening featured a fascinating
slide show "People You JCnow Picture Show" presented with music by Stacy
Eaton. Later in the evening the Town Hall moved to the music of Disc
Jockey, Steven Hadd, who not only played fortyfives but also included a few
contests to his show. The weekend celebration ended Sunday with a
church service at the Stoddard Congregational Church and a volleyball
game at the Faulkner Elementary School.
Thank you once again for your contributions and support which helped






OLD HOME DAYS TREASURY REPORT
Balance Forward $418 35
Donations:
People ©> Business Donations 1,105.00
Raffle 320.00
Pictures sold 78.50




Steve Hadd (D.J.) 350.00
Odds Bodkin (talesman) 400.00
Hill's Band Wagon 500.00
Dudley Laufman 1 75.00
Children's prizes Sf» awards 28.00
Refreshments 67.20
Postcards (pictures) 30.00




Nineteen eighty-eight turned a new page for the Town of Stoddard and
your Police Department. Instead of reading about drugs in the newspaper,
or watching the evening news, the story has come into our own front yard.
In September, we uprooted and destroyed just under 1000 mature
marijuana plants from an obscure location in South Stoddard. Although
many may believe that this is an isolated incident, we have information
that leads us to the conclusion that we havejust hit the tip of the iceburg.
For this reason, we ask all ofyou, particularly hunters, and thosewho walk
the woods, to keep your eyes and ears open.
In October, the New Hampshire Highway SafetyAgency loaned us a radar
gun and speed display board for one week. Although weather conditions
limited the amount of work with these tools, our suspicions were
confirmed that we have a speed problem, particularly in the village. We will
be borrowing this unit again between Memorial Day and the Fourth ofJuly,
and will try to notify the townspeople ofthe exact date so thatyou can check
your speedometers.
Speaking of the Fourth ofJuly, our fireworks displaywas a feature on the
Channel 21 TV weekend report. The camera team spent the day with us,
and taped the display and featured many local residents.
At this time we would like to once again thank Dr. Betsy Olson and Keiyl
Olson for the use of their beach adjacent to Island Pond. This has enabled
us to have a safety barrier and affords the townspeople a better view of the
display. We would also like to thank Brian Murray and Dawn Hinckley for
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their assistance with traffic control.
During the spring and early summer, we encountered numerous cases of
criminal mischief and vandalism, some of which were cleared, and many
which are still under investigation. Virtually all of these cases were done by
juveniles, which brings me to an old theme. We live in the "sticks". The
presence of or access to many activities are limited. With the ongoing
increase of children in town, we have got to consider alternatives for the
children, such as a ball field, playground, or community center. The
investment of any or all of these items would be minimal, and short term.
The cost of doing nothing will be felt for generations at an ever increasing
price. We can continue to solve cases, but we believe this would help us in
solving the problem.
We are going to request the hiring ofan additional officer this year. With
the new requirements mandated by the Police Standards Sf* Training
Council, we believe we are looking at between one and two years before this
individual would be able to work. The applications are several pages,
background checks extensive, and mandatory training lengthy before a
new officer would be able to answer a call. Hiring an officer now would
simply be good sound, long-term planning.
With national figures now showing all levels of crime on the increase
after a five-year slump, now, more than ever, we needyour help. Particularly
those who live near seasonal dwellings, which are the most vulnerable.
We will continue to do ourjob, but without your eyes, your ears, and your
participation, our efforts are fruitless.




REPORT OF THE STODDARD PLANNING BOARD
1988
In 1 988 the Stoddard Planning Board was rudely thrust Into the world of
major real estate development.
Stoddard voters resoundingly rejected a petitioned Cluster Housing
Development amendment to the zoning ordinance at the March. 1988
meeting while adopting a series ofamendments proposed by the Planning
Board. The Pickerel Cove developer then filed a multi-million dollar lawsuit
against the Town, the Planning Board, the Executive Director of the
Southwest Regional Planning Commission advising the Board, and
against all but one member of the Board individually.
During the spring and early summer, meetings of the Board were video
recorded for posterity by both Daniel Eaton and Harry Power while the
Board re-adopted the Land Use and Community Policies and Goals
elements of the Master Plan. The voters reaffirmed the Community
Planning Ordinance exactly as it had existed after the March 1 988 vote and
by a 10:1 margin again defeated the same petitioned Cluster Housing
Amendment The voters also indemnified the individual members of the
Board and allowed the Board to propose Site Plan Review regulations.
The lawsuit continues at this time. Defending this lawsuit may cost the
Town of Stoddard in excess of $35,000 and a tremendous amount of time
on the part of members of the Board in the coming year. The Board is
proposing a Planned Residential Development Ordinance of their own for
consideration by the voters in March 1 989. Completed by the Board during
the past year were amendments to the Subdivision Regulations including:
A revised checklist for subdivision application completeness.
New standards for subdivision road construction.
New requirements triggering application of high intensity soils surveys
for environmental purposes.
Revision to use the new RSA numbers.
New proposed amendments to the Community Planning Ordinance
prepared by the Board for voter consideration in March 1989 include:
Standards for waterfront development.
Revisions to the General Dwelling Requirements for conversion
apartments.
Changes to the Article dealing with Commercial and Industrial uses of
land.
Changes to Article 6 concerning non-conforming lots.
Changes in building permit fees.
A new proposed Wetlands Conservation District Ordinance.
A new Planned Residential Development Ordinance.
In addition, every subdivision application accepted by the Board was
approved. The Board plans to complete and adopt the remaining
unfinished elements of the Stoddard Master Plan by the early spring of
1989.
In a report issued in 1987, the Office of State Planning indicated that
Stoddard would be the third fastest growing town in New Hampshire,
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reaching a population of 1900 plus by the year 2010, far exceeding the
growth rate of the Monadnock region. To achieve that growth, the town
must increase at the rate of 14 new dwellings per year. Statistics on new
dwelling permits furnished to the Board by the Office of Selectmen have
indicated that 28 permits were issued for 1987 and 20 for 1988. Further
evidence of the growth of the Town is demonstrated in the ever-increasing
enrollment in the school, and extended road requirements.
These pressures for growth are not unique to Stoddard. It is expected
that such demands will only increase in future years. If the existing
character of the Town of Stoddard is to be maintciined for future
generations, continued careful planning is required. In the preparation of
the remaining sections of the Master Plan, it has been pointed out to the
Board that roughly 3% of the total land mass in Stoddcird is ideally suited
for development; a total of 14% is suited for development. Much ofthat 14%
is not accessible by the present network of Class V roads in town. The
overwhelming concentration of development remains along the shores of
the lakes and ponds in Stoddard. Present development proposals indicate
that this environmental pressure will continue.
In order to insure a process of orderly development and growth, while
protecting our natural resources, and not subjecting the Town to
unreasonable fiscal impacts, the Town must adopt sound land use
ordinances, and, in an on-going process, continually update the existing
ordinances. While it is the responsibility of the Planning Board to propose
ordinances to the Town, it is the ultimate responsibility ofthe voters ofthe
Town to decide which of those ordinances are approved. The Board
proposes; the Town adopts. (It is also extremely important that those
ordinances the voters wish to adopt be enforced by the Selectmen.) There is
little point in acheiving sound ordinances supported by the voters if they
are not enforced or if proper procedures are not followed.
The stress of serving on the Board necessitates further participation on
the Board by new members and alternates. It remains the responsibility of
residents to serve the community on this Board, and others. Development
pressure has made the participation by lawyers common, which is
unfortunate and expensive, but will apparently be the general procedure of
the future. Participation is very difficult, time consuming, complex,
currently confrontational, divisive, and unrewarding to anyone without
special interests. Threat of lawsuits against individual members
attempting to serve the Town must certainly dampen enthusiastic
participation, as has been demonstrated. Despite these situations, the
Town must produce persons willing to serve under these conditions who
do not have the slightest possibility of perceived conflicts of interest. We
hope such individuals will come forward.




Members of the Stoddard Planning Board
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TOWN MEETING STODDARD
March 8th, 1988 Stoddard Town Hall
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Stoddard on
Tuesday, the Eighth day of March next at One of the clock in the afternoon
to act on the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.































Board of Fire Ward (3)Daniel A. Eaton
Don Fleming
Surveyors of




















Lewis Clark 1 year
Wallace Weaver, Sr. 1 year
Wayne Fuller 1 year
Liquor Agent Melvin BuU 1 year
Sexton John Lightbody, Jr. (declined) 1 year
Gordon Gamett 1 year
2. To see if you are in favor of adopting the proposed amendment to the
Community Planning (Zoning) Ordinance to permit Clustered
Development in all districts in the Town. Submitted by Petition (No
discussion on the Article) Article wil be ^ 1 on the ballot.
3. To see if you are in favor of adopting the proposed amendments to the
Community Planning (Zoning) Ordinance as proposed by the Stoddard
Planning Board. Articles will be *2 through *7 on the Ballot (No discussion
on the Articles)
Results of the Zoning Amendments as follows:
Questional YES 42 NO 228
Question *2 YES 184 NO 74
Question *3 YES 157 NO 103
Question *4 YES 169 NO 88
Question ^5 YES 165 NO 89
Question *6 YES 184 NO 78
Question *7 YES 154 NO 84
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4. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$82,293.00 to defray Town Charges for the ensuing year. Moved and
seconded.
1st Amendment proposed by Charles Fosberiy to increase Art. 4 by the
amount of $ 1 1 ,433.33 (which is 2/3 of the actual estimated expenses with
the remainder assumed recovered from increased fees) to provide for
further Planning &= Zoning line item funds to allow:
A Additional meetings of the board (to 40/yr) and the addition to the board
of alternate members (est. at $4,650.00)
B. Provide funds to hire a secretary for the board (est. at $2,500.00)
C. Provide funds to pay professional consultants (est. at $10,000.00)
1. For an Environmental Lakes Protection Concern Study
2. For a study addressing road issues.
Moved and seconded. Discussion follows.
Amendment carries unanimously.
2nd Amendment proposed by Joseph Coughlin to increase Art. 4 by the
sum of $3,950.00 to provide for further Computer Services line item funds
to allow purchase for the use of all town boards.
1 Macintosh SE Computer with 20 megabyte internal hard disk
1 Imagewriter II printer
1 Microsoft Excell software package (powerfull spreadsheet)
1 Microsoft Word V 3.01 (or equivalent) software package
Moved and seconded. Discussion follows.
2nd Amendment carries on a show of hands.
Art. 4 carries as amended for the amount of $98,356.33 unanimously.
5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen and Treasurer to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes if necessary. Moved and seconded.
Art. 5 carries.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$430.00
as its share for the support of the Monadnock Family and Mental Health
Services. Moved and seconded. Article 6 carries.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$1.800.00
as its share for the support of the Home Health Care and Community
Services. Moved and seconded. Article 7 carries.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00
as a contingency fund for activities planned for the community by the Old
Home Days Committee. Moved and seconded. Article 8 carries.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500.00
for operation and maintenance of the Davis Library. Moved and seconded.
Article 9 carries.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $200.00
for the operation of the Stoddard Conservation Commission. Moved and
seconded. Article 10 carries.
11. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply for and
accept gifts and/or State or Federal Aid in the name of the Town of
Stoddard for the operation and legitimate expenditures of the Stoddard
Conservation Commission. Moved and seconded. Article 1 1 carries.
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12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$384.00
as its share of the operating budget for the Southwest Solid Waste
Management District. Moved amd seconded. Article 1 2 carries.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,547.00 as its share of the operating budget for the Ashuelot Refuse
Disposal District, 53-B. Moved and seconded. Article 13 carries.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,300.00 to repair and restore Vols. Ill ©» IV of the Town Records. Moved
and seconded. Article 14 carries.
15. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provision of RSA 72:1-C
(Resident Tax Levy) which authorizes any Town or City to elect not to
assess, levy and collect a resident tax. (By Written Ballot) Moved and
seconded. On a ballot vote of 104 YES and 9 NO. Article 15 carries.
16. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions ofRSA 80:58-86 for a
real estate tax lien procedure. These statutes provide that tax sales to
private individuals for nonpayment of property taxes on real estate are
replaced with a real estate tax lien procedure under which only a
municipality or county where the property is located or the State may
acquire a tax lien against land and buildings for unpaid taxes. (By Written
Ballot) Moved and seconded. On a ballot vote of 94 YES and 19 NO. Article
16 carries.
17. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to sell by auction
or by advertised sealed bid, properties acquired by the Town through Tax
Collector's Deed in accordance with RSA 80:42. Moved and seconded.
Amendment by Daniel Eaton to delete "or by advertised sealed bid" Article
17 as amended would read: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to sell by auction properties acquired by the Town through Tax
Collector's Deed in accordance with RSA-80:42. Moved and seconded.
Article 17 carries as amended.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000.00 for the purpose ofestablishing a Capital Reserve Fund for future
purchase of land to house governmental facilities (Town Offices, recycling
plant, etc.) in accordance with RSA 35:1. Moved and seconded. Article 18
carries.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$500.00
for the operating budget of the Stoddard Zoning Board of Adjustment.
Moved and seconded. Article 19 carries.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$33,000.00 for operational expenses of the Trash Transfer Station and
Town ofWashington fees for the ensuing year. Moved and seconded. Article
20 carries.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$48,880.00 for winter and summer maintenance of Town Roads and
Bridges. Moved and seconded.
Amendment by Kevin Hayes to read: That the contract be awarded to a
qualified Town resident in preference to out of Town companies. Moved
and seconded. Discussion follows. Amendment defeated unanimously.
2nd Amendment by Joan Zelcisny to change the amount to $46,880.00.
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Article 21 would then read: To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $46,880.00 for winter and summer maintenance of
Town Roads amd Bridges. Moved and seconded. Article 21 carries on 2nd
Amendment.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 1,120.00 for emergency highway/bridge repair, gravel and sand. Moved
and seconded. Article 22 carries.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$200.00
for the operating budget of the Stoddard Fire Warden. Moved and
seconded. Article 23 carries.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,500.00 for the Selectmen to hire a licensed, competent firm to provide a
fireworks display for the 4th of July holiday. Moved and seconded.
Discussion follows. On a show of hands Article 24 carries.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000.00 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Police. Moved and
seconded. Article 25 carries.
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$12,115.00 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Fire ^ Rescue
Department. Moved and seconded. Article 26 carries.
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund established for the
purpose of purchase of a Pumper Tanker Vehicle. Moved and seconded.
Discussion follows. Joan Zelasny reports that as of Dec. 1987 there is
$11,105.00 in the Fire Departments Capitol Reserve Fund with
accumulatd interest.
An Amendment is proposed by John Cressy to raise the amount to
$10,000.00. Moved and seconded. Discussion follows. Article 27 carries as
amended for $10,000.00.
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,500.00 to donate to the Marlow Ambulance Service for the purpose of
defraying their insurance costs. Moved and seconded. Article 28 carries.
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,000.00 for the purchase of one set of protective gear. Moved and
seconded. Article 29 carries.
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$4,500.00 for the installation of well and pump at the Fire Station. Moved
and seconded. Daniel Eaton moves the article be indefinitely postponed. It
was voted to indefinitely postpone Article 30.
31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$4,31 1.78 for engineering costs of Phase II, Valley Road Engineering study.
Moved and seconded. Discussion follows. Article 3 1 carries.
32. To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting. Jane Abert moves: To see ifthe Town will authorize the Selectmen
to accept private donations of land, interest in land or money for the
purposes of contributing to the local matching portion required for
aquiring conservation' land or interest in land and other costs associated
therewith for permanent conservation use under the NH Land
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Conservation Investment Program (IX;iP) RSA 221 -A, and authorize the
Selectmen to apply for and accept the state matching funds under the LCIP
for the purposes of acquisition of the fee or lesser interest in conservation
land. Said donated funds and state matching funds may be expended by
majority vote of the regular or special Town Meeting. Moved and seconded.
Discussion follows. Article 32 carries.
Moderator calls for any other business to be transacted. Motion made to
adjourn. Seconded. Meeting adjourned at 8:25 PM
All elected officers are sworn in by the Moderator.
This is a true copy of the minutes of the Town Meeting, March 8th, 1988.
Respectfully submitted










STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT
1989 School WaiTant
To the inhabitants of the school district of Stoddard qualified to vote in
district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Stoddard Town Hall in said district
on the 2nd day of March, 1989 at eight o'clock in the evening to act upon
the following subjects:
1. To choose by nonpartisan ballot the following school district officials:
A One School Board Member - 3 year term.
B. One Moderator - 1 year term.
C. One Treasurer - 1 year term.
D. One Clerk - 1 year term.
E. One Auditor - 1 year term.
2. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate $750,000 (seven
hundred fifty thousand dollars) for the purposes of design, construction
and related expenses of additional classroom and support space at the
James M. Faulkner Elementary School; $730,000 (seven hundred thirty
thousand dollars) to be raised by the issuance of bonds or serial notes in
accordance with the provisions of RSA 33 and further to see if the district
wiU vote to appropriate to the purposes set forth in this article the balance
and any accumulated income, approximately $20,000 of the Capital
Reserve Fund established in March of 1 987 for the purpose ofconstructing
school facilities, and further to appropriate to the purposes set forth in this
cirticle any interest or income earned on the proceeds from the sale of
bonds or notes, or to take any other action in relation thereto.
S.To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate $1 1,700 (eleven
thousand seven hundred dollars) for the purposes of leasing one portable
classroom and for the purchase of a moveable classroom wall for the James
M. Faulkner Elementary School or to take any other action in relation
thereto.
4. To see if the distict will vote to receive from the Town ofStoddard all the
rights in the Old Town Road, so called, an abandoned town road that
passes through the school district land in Stoddard, and to authorize the
school board to convey to the Town of Stoddard, upon such terms and
conditions as the selectmen and the school board may agree, an alternative
easement or right ofway as consideration for the transfer ofthe abandoned
Old Town Road, or to take any other action in relation thereto.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the school board and fix
compensation for any other officers or agents of the district, or to take any
other action in relation thereto.
6. To see what sum ofmoney the district will vote to raise and appropriate
for the support of schools, and for the payment ofsalaries ofschool district
officials and agents and for the payment of statutory obligations of the
district, or to take any other action in relation thereto.
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7. To hccir the reports of agents, auditors and committees or officers
chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
8. To see what sum of money the district will vote to raise and appropriate
to add to a Capital Reserve Fund established in 1987 to be used for the
financing of all or part of the construction of school facilities needed in the
future, or to take any other action in relation thereto.
9. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$ 1 2,000
(twelve thousand dollars) as a deficit appropriation for the 1988/89 school
year, said amount to cover unanticipated costs incurred in the hiring ofan
additional teacher and teacher aide and in additional transportation costs,
or to take any other action in relation thereto.
10. To see if the district will vote to authorize the school board to apply for,
accept and expend without further action of the school district meeting,
money from any source which becomes available during the fiscal year
upon the following conditions:
a. The money must be used for the legal purposes forwhich the school
district can appropriate money.
b. The school board must hold a public hearing on the action taken.
c. It shall not require the expenditure of additional school district
funds.
This action is taken pursuant to the authority ofRSA 198:20-b, or to take
any other action in relation thereto.
11. To see whether the district will vote to indemnify and save harmless
from loss or damage any person employed by the school district and any
member or officer of its governing board or administrative staff from
personal financial loss and expense, including reasonable legal fees and
costs, if any, arisingoutofanyclaim, demand, suit, orjudgement by reason
of negligence or other act resulting in accidental injury to a person or
accidental damage to or destruction of property in accordance with the
provisions of RSA 31:105.
12. To transact any other business that may legally come before said
meeting. Given under our hands at said Stoddard this day
of 1989.
NOTE: This is a draft of the proposed warrant submitted for printing
purposes prior to the actual deadline for completion of the warrant. Please
consult officially posted warrants for the finalized version.
Brenda Bryer, Chairperson
Nancy Cressy James Taylor
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Brenda Biyer Term Expires '89
Nancy Cressy Term Expires '90
James Taylor Term Expires '91
AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that I have examined the books, vouchers, bank
statements and other financial records of the treasurer of the school
district of Stoddard ofwhich the above is a true summary for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1988 and find them correct in all aspects.




































































































SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT *24
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Cash on Hand July 1, 1987
Received from Selectmen $348,014.00
Received from State Sources 5,713.28
Revenue from all Other Source 3,641.11
TOTAL RECEIPTS
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID







REPORT FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
As we reach the close of the decade of the 80's and review the changes in
SAU ^24, the most significant change is that of growth in student
population. We approach the 1990's with a new high school forJohn Stark
Regional, the completion of a major building program at the Harold Martin
School in Hopkinton and building projects pending in the remaining three
districts of Henniker, Stoddard and Weare. All of our districts continue to
experience growth with the greatest increase occurring in the elementary
grades in Weare with a 22% growth rate over the past two years.
The need for additional building space is not the only outcome of
population increases. We need additional staff, programs, buses, etc., to
name a few. We continue to strive to meet the needs of the students while
being cognizant of the other pressures facing the taxpayers who must
support us. This is not a simple tcisk! We are greatly appreciative ofyour
continuing efforts on behalf of the students who reside in your
communities.
Meeting the needs ofour special students is a priority for us. Our goal is
to provide educational opportunities for these students within their local
schools. We are also developing programs for our gifted and talented
students with enrichment activities for all. This year we received a special
grant to offer seminars to our staff to assist in establishing enrichment
programs for students.
It appears that the days are overwhen administrators could focus on the
education of students. We now must attend to serious environmental
issues posed by asbestos, radon, formaldehyde and whatever other toxic
materials come next. We also encounter, on a dciily basis, parents who are
fearful for the safety of their children and who demand increased
transportation services and other safety measures. We continually face
sophisticated legal issues involving child custody arrangements, labor
issues as teacher unions and teacher orgcinizations become more active,
changes in employees rights as related to insurance and other benefits ...
each week brings a new issue to the forefront.
To help us in meeting our increased demamd for services, Helene
Laliberte Bickford hasjoined us as assistant superintendent. She is avery
welcome addition to our staff.
The staff of the SAU *24 Office would like to thank our constituents for
their support of the schools. We would especially like to thank all of our
school board members who contribute greatly to the quality of the
ducation that your students receive.
Respectfully submitted.





This fall the Stoddard School added a portable classroom. Grades 1, 2
and 3 are in the mciin building with Mrs. Siekierski and grades 4 and 5 are
in the portable classroom with Mrs. Cutting. Some of the people who have
contributed to the success ofthe school this year are: music teacher - Karen
DesRosiers; art teacher - Eve Kenyon; nurse - Carol Hill; volunteer physical
education teacher - Mary Conklin; and custodian - Phyllis Sawyer. Many
thanks to the P.T.O. and newly formed Parents' Association for helping
with, and funding, some of our special programs. Thanks also to Muriel
Quist for her continued support. We welcome our new aides, Carol Clark
and Priscilla Holland.
The educational program stresses math, metrics, health, social studies,
science, physical education, music, art and computer languages. This year
the primary reading curriculum consists of the Holt Basic Reading
Program. This program offers a wide selection of high quality literature,
poetry and art exposure, as well as many enrichment and enhancement
materials. The intermediate language arts program has the following
components: reading comprehension, grammar, structural skills, phonics,
word meaning, dictionary skills, spelling, handwriting, capitalization and
punctuation, dictation, creative writing and reading for enjoyment. Some
subjects are taught in small grade level groups or done on an individual
basis. We have done special projects such as: Olympic activities, a mock
election, rocks emd minerals, trees, "Stone Soup" play, and our school
newspaper.
We have continued with the traditional programs of the past. In the
spring we had Prize Speaking, Graduation and Memorial Day services. Our
end of the year picnic was held at Granite Lake in June. Since school has
started, we have had our annual Halloween costume party and Christmas
program.
In cooperation with the Guidance Department at Keene Junior High
School, several programs are planned for the fifth graders. These include: a
slide presentation, a question and answer period, a visit to thejunior high
school and a special meeting to acquaint the parents with the school.
We have enjoyed many special programs this year; among them were
slide presentations by I.F.Y.E. students. A lawyer, Steve Markiewicz, came
to the school to talk to the intermediate students in celebration of Law
week. We did a special project on News in Education, and as a result, we now
publish a monthly school newspaper. The children continue to participate
in the State of New Hampshire classroom fluoride mouth rinse program.
Karen Richardson from the State Department did some preventative
programs with the children on drug and alcohol abuse last spring.
I was able to obtain a $900 grant from the New Hampshire Commission
on the Arts for the 1988-89 school year. This program is jointly funded by
the New Hampshire State Council on the Arts and the National
Endowment for the Arts. Last spring Jim Kates, a poet, and Emily Birch, a
sculptor, worked with the children doing poetry and totems. In early April
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we had a "Celebration ofArts" night to share our works. Emily has worked
with us this fall doing rabbits and totems. We did a sawdust firing and had
an exhibit. Next spring we will be working on poetry with Jim Kates. A
computer and printer were purchased with our Block Grant money.
I would like to thank the Island Pond Association for their gift of money
to be given to some student/students for excellence. Thanks also to the
P.T.O. for gifts of books and the Stoddard Partents' Association for a
Science kit and several learning games gind toys.
Again, thanks to the school board, parents and townspeople for their








The Stoddard School Board meets the first Thursday of each month at
the James Faulkner Elementary School, at 7:00 p.m. Anyone wishing to
appear before the board is asked to please contact a board member so that
their name may be added to the agenda. The board encourages the parents
and townspeople to participate.
Last year we hired a second teacher Ms. CjnthiaJones. She became quite
ill during the first halfofthe year and resigned. Aftermany substitutes and
much parent support we hired Mrs. Nancy Siekierski. Mrs. Siekierski has a
Masters degree in Curriculum Development and over 7 years ofexperience.
We have had many positive comments concerning her, and hope she will
become a long term addition to our school. Ms. Jones is doing well and has
visited us on occasion. We would like to thank her for her efforts, and wish
her well.
Last year we had proposed an addition to the School whichwas defeated
in May. You instructed us to re-form a committee and obtain working
drawings, and come back to you with bids in March of 1989. The building
committee chaired by Melanie Miner has been working quite hard with the
Architectural firm of Palhoff and Doyle. The proposed addition went to bid
in December 1988.
After the NO vote last year on the addition, much discussion ensued
about the space problems we have. It was decided that the best solution
was to rent a portable classroom. Mrs. Cutting and the 4th and 5th graders
are having a good year with slightly more space but definitely more privacy.
We have not had the noise problems which plagued us with six grades in
one classroom. Mrs. Siekierski has the 1st, 2nd and 3rd grades in the main
building, this also is working well. The sixth grade was tuitioned to Keene,
and from all reports they are doing fine.
Although the portable classroom has alleviated some problems this year,
it is only a band aid solution to our space problems. We have had five
additional children enter the Elementary School since June of 1988. The
enrollment is now at 3 1 .We hope you will attend the Bond Hearing Meeting
on February 2nd, and the District Meeting on March 2nd, and support the
Building Committee's Board's approved addition.
After reading last year's report we realized many things have happened
in our School this past year. We hope that we have not missed anything. We
would like to thank everyone for their support, both last year in some trying
times and this year with the excitement of this new building project.
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STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT
1988 School Nurse Report
The school health program during the 1987-88 calendar year included
screenings in the following areas: height, weight, hearing, vision, and
scoliosis (for the 4th and 5th grades.) Immunization records were reviewed
to see that all students had the necessary immunizations to satisfy the
state requirements. Families were notified if physician referral was
advisable.
Head checks for lice were done monthly and on an on-call basis. An
information sheet on lice was sent home with aU students.
In the spring, there will be class'^s on drugs and adolescence for the older
students and possibly personal hygiene or nutrition for the primary
grades.
Respectfully submitted,




ANNUAL MEETING STODDARD SCHOOL DISTRICT
March 3, 1988
At the Stoddard Town Hall at 8:05 PM. the Moderator, Daniel Eaton
called the meeting to order. He dispensed with the reading of the entire
warrant and proceeded to read Article *1.
Article *1 Election of Officers
To choose by nonpartisan ballot the following school district officials:
A. One Moderator 1 year term
B. One School Board Member 3 year term
C. One Treasurer 1 yeair term
D. One Clerk 1 year term
E. One Auditor 1 year term
Brenda Vaillancourt moved to open the polls until 9:00 PM for the
purpose of voting or until the close of the meeting, whichever came first.
Phil Hamilton seconded. Motion carried.
The Moderator then declared a recess for the purpose of voting and at
8:30 PM continued with Article *2.
Article *2 Additonal Classroom Construction
Phil Hamilton moved to take up Article *2 after Article *^3-*7 had been
addressed. Seconded by Brenda Vciillancourt and voted in the affirmative.
Article *3 Salaries
Phil Hamilton moved to determine and appoint the salaries ofthe school
board and fix compensation for any other officers or agents of the district
or to take any other action in relation thereto. Seconded by Gordon
Garnett. Motion carried.
Article *4 Budget
Brenda Vaillancourt moved that the district vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $377,855.00, (three hundred seventy-seven
thousand, eight hundred fifty-five dollars), for the support of the schools
and for the payment of statutory obligations of the district officials and
agents and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the district or to
take other action in relation thereto. Seconded by Gordon Garnet. Motion
carried.
Article *5 Reports
Brenda Vaillancourt moved that the district accept the reports ofagents,
auditors and committees as printed in the Annual Report. Seconded by
Kenneth Peate. Motion Carried.
Article *6 Grants
Brenda Vaillancourt motioned to see if the district will vote to authorize
the school board to apply for, accept and expend without further action of
the school district meeting, money from any source which becomes
available during the fiscal year upon the following conditions:
A. The money must be used for the legal purposes forwhich the school
district can appropriate money.
B. The school board must hold a public hearing on the action taken.
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C. It sh£ill not require the expenditure of additional school district
funds.
This action is taken pursuant to the authority ofRSA 198:20-b, or to take
any other action in relation thereto. RebeccaOke seconded. Motion carried.
Article *7 Capitol Reserve Fund
Brenda Vaillancourt motioned to see if the district will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000. (ten thousand dollars) to add to a capitol
reserve fund established in 1987 to be used for the financing of all or part of
the construction of school facilities needed in the future or to take amy
other action in relation thereto. Seconded by Gary Oke. Motion carried.
Article *2 Additional Classroom Construction
To see what sum of money the district will vote to raise and appropriate
for the purpose of design, construction and related expenses of additional
classroom space at the James M. Faulkner Elementary School, these
monies to be raised by the issuance of serial notes in accordance with the
provisions of RSA 33 and further to see if the district will vote to
appropriate to the purposes set forth in this airticle the balamce and any
accumulated income of the Capitol Reserve Fund established in March of
1987 for the purpose of constructing school facilities and further to
appropriate to the purposes set forth in this article any interest or income
earned on the proceeds from the sale of notes or to take any other action in
relation thereto. (It is expected that this article will be taken up at an
adjourned session of this meeting.) Phil Hamilton motioned to adjourn
until May 5, 1988 at 8:00 PM to take action on Article **1. Brenda
Vaillancourt seconded. After some discussion on the floor the motion was
carried.
Article *8 Other Business
Phil Hcimilton was given a round ofapplause for his mctny years serving
the district as School Board Member.
There being no other business, the Moderator declared the meeting
adjourned at 8:50 PM and that the polls were closed.
Results of the balloting






School Board for 3 years 92 votes cast
James D. Taylor 76
John Halter 16
Clerk for 1 year 87 votes cast
Margaret C. Hahn 86
Lucy Hill 1
Treasurer for 1 year 91 votes cast
Joan Read 91
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School Auditor for 1 year 81 votes cast
Susan D'Arcy 65
Virginia GrandPre 16
The following people were declared elected:
Moderator - Daniel Eaton
School Board for 3 years - James D. Taylor
Clerk - Margaret C. Hahn
Treasurer - Joan Read
Auditor - Susan D'Arcy
James Taylor, Joan Read, Margaret Hahn and Susan D'Arcywere given the
oath of office by the Moderator.






May 5, 1988 Minutes
Meeting opened at 8:18 PM.
1. Motion by Brenda Vaillancourt to raiise and appropriate $255,000
(two hundred fifty-five thousand dollars) for an addition to theJames
Faulkner school; motion seconded by Jim Taylor. Recess to vote for 5
minutes, voting done on paper ballots, from 8:52 PM to 9:00 PM. Vote:
15 yes, 15 no. Motion defeated.
Meeting back in session at 9:03 PM
2. Motion by Brenda Vaillancourt to raise and appropriate $145,000
(one hundred forty-five thousand dollars) and an additional $99,000
(ninety-nine thousand) bond; motion seconded by Jim Taylor.
Discussion ensued.
Amendment by Phil Hamilton for a ten year bond. Discussion ensued.
Phil Hamilton withdrew his amendment; approved by Melanie Miner.
Brenda Vaillancourt withdrew her motion to raise and appropriate
$ 145,000 (one hundred forty-five thousand dollars) and an additional
$99,000 (ninety-nine thousand dollars) bond; approved by Jim
Taylor.
3. Motion by Brenda Vaillaincourt to raise and appropriate $30,000
(thirty thousand dollcirs) for architect to develop working drawings
for j£imes Faulkner Elementary School; motion seconded by Harry
Power.
Motion amended by Carol Clark to get plans for the multipurpose
room and addition for the James Faulkner Elementary School;
motion seconded by Melanie Miner. Motion defeated by a voice vote.
Original motion by Brenda Vaillancourt to raise and appropriate
$30,000 (thirty thousand dollars) for architect to develop working
drawings for James Faulkner Elementary School defeated by a voice
vote.
4. Motion by Brenda Vaillancourt to recess the meeting until June 23,
1988 at 7:30 PM; seconded by Frances Rumrill. Motion defeated by a
voice vote.
Motion byJim D'Arcy to recess the meeting until May 19, 1988 at 7:30
PM; motion seconded by Peter Eisenstadter. Motion approved by a
voice vote.











RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988



















Anderson, William J. & (VetEXi
Margaret R.
Antonelli, John A.&Jean T.
Aprile, Col .AnthonyJ&Madeline

























































































































RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988
NAME









Bach, Charles R. etals
Badorek, Janet H.
Bailey, Harry A.ScNancy N.
(Vet. Ex)
Bailey, LeonW.&Marilyn L.
Baker, George A. & Elma E.
(Vet. Ex.)
Baker, Hazel I.
Baker, KendSll '4 Elizabeth
Bakum, David E.
Balch, Vera B. (W. Vet. Ex.)
Ballou, F. Harold
Ballou, Gary F. ,Duane&Jason




Barker, Gerald B&Helen A.
Barlow, Paul P.&Evelyn M.




Baumgratz, Richard W. &MaryAnn
Lot 4/5Int
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Baumgrat z ( cont ' d
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Bell, John R.&Carolyn A.
Belowski, Adam J&Beverly
Benedict, Paul
Benedict, Robert , Carole &
Richards Joan
Bennett, Floyd H,Sr.&Floyd Jr.
Bennett, Gerda A.&Kleppick,E.
Bergeron, Emile W.&Marguarete





Bernier, Gerard L.& Suzanne J.
(Vet. Ex.)
Bernier, Richard Sr. &Pauline
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Big One, Inc. The
Bills, Olga & Arthur
Biondino, Ralph iR.&June M.
Birgers, Irma, Obsenicks,
Anna & Ratnicks, Varis
Biship, Lorraine M.
Bissell, James H.
Bisset, John W.& Barbara E,




Block, Stanley A.&Clarie W.
Blodgett, Arthur M& Helen M.
Bloomberg, Raoul Bruce
Blood, Elton W. & Jean E.
Blood, Richard & Eleanor
Blood, J. David & Leita V.
Bodell, Dr. Benson & Ruth
Bodge, Frederick A. & Eliz-
abeth A.
Pohl, John F. & Cynthia L.
Bonczar, Michael P& JoAnn
Bond, Randall T. & Dawn A.
Borland, Joseph P. & Gae




Bouchard, Paul R.&Helen A.
Boucher, Charles V.&MadelynC.
Boudreau, Leo J.& Arline
Bouley, Leo A.& Violitte M.
Bourn, Reginald I. & Francis
& Rodney E.
Bowlby, Mildred E.& Coogan,
Roberta
200' HL,Cot&SH
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES DOR 1988
NAME
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988




Cattill, Brian W. & Donna
Cahill, Frances
Cahill, Dr. George P., Jr.
Sarah
(Vet. Ex.)
Caisse, Leo G. & Carol A.
Call, Mary L.
Callinan, William, & Kuegler,
Violet C.
Cameron, James D. & Becky M.
Cameron, Richard C.
Campagna, Joseph & CatherineA.
Campbell, Alan ScDorothy J.
Campbell, Earl D.
Campbell, Patricia M.
Canterbury Green Cons.Co, Inc.
Capriglione, Antoinetta M.
Carey, Daniel J. & MaryJane
Carignan, Kenneth J.&Janellen
Carlin, Kevin & Janis G.
Carlisle, Arnold H.&Pauline G.













Burns Cmp. MTSTRd. 7859
Backland 5820
Cottage 11039
h Int Wild Ld&Lake 414
Backland 600





































































Proctor Ld.,Hme. 54885 8.6
Cottage 10070 1.2
Lot 26 .44
1468 'GL, Hme, Shed,
2-Gar.,5 Cott. 163650 6.4
89'IP&Cott. 19310
Lot HLS 2500 .19
Lot 2542 1.7
Lot 2520 1.2
46'HL,Hme &SH 20975 .84
Lot, Hse.&Shed 7448 .69
Lot 2506 1.1
75'CP,Lot 4 3000 5.1
Homeplace 33161 .25
Lot 2500 .25
SDC Lot &Trlr. 3425 1.3
Hme. & Gar. 20975 1
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Carlotto, John L. ,Chris&Paul
Carlson, Russell R.Jr.&Janice
Carlson & Steele
Carlson, William A.&Patricia A
Carney, Mary etals
Cartier, Paul & Kathryn
Cartwright , Brian
Caruso, Albert G.&Gail R.
Cass, James R. Jr.& Jean C.
Castor, Wesley R. Jr.
Caswell, David A.&Joan
CeCe, Elizabeth J.
Cernak, Charles & Jacqueline
Cerqua, Richard J.&Jeri M.
Chadd, Buel R. & Janet
Chagon, Nancy A.
Champagne, Norman L.& Rivard,
Michele
Champney, James E. Jr.&Donna
Champney, V/alter &. Joani
Chandler, Victoria W.
Chandler, Victoria, Rumrill,F.
Kingsbury, Mary K &
Wil son , H
.
Chapin R. Daniel & Denise A.




Charette, Gerald G. , Constance,
&Rogers, Erenest & J.
Charland, George J.&MadelineP.
Chase, William R.
Chick, Edward A.&Priscilla E.
Christensen, Monte
Christie, Barbara A.
Chromik, Richard & Cheryl
Chulak, Joseph




Clark, Dennis & Carol
580'HLPenn.&Cot.
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Clark, Dorothy A. & James
Clark, Frank & Patricia N.
Clark, Robert & Virginia S.
Clark, Lewis A.&Jean
Clark, Philip N & Lynn
Clark, Robert A.& Diana M.
Clark, Robert A.& Elizabeth R,
Clark, Robert H.& Elizabeth R.
Clark, Roger C.
(Vet. Ex.)
Clemmey, Leonard & Evelyn
Clifford, Timothy M.
Cline, Margaret B.







Cole, Edward C.&Joanne C.
Collette, Edward A.&Blanche C.




Condon, Robert J.&Melinda B.
Congdon, William S.& June
Johnson, Wm.& Susan
Congreve, William & Jean W.
Conklin, Mary W.
Connerton, William H.III &
Rachael A,
Connerty, Robert G.
Cook, John W.& Vera M.
Corbin, David
Cordner, Kenneth Jr. &
Alma Maldonado-Cordier
Costanzo, Lavina S. Roger Sch-
losser ,&McVety,Carolyn














HLD 51 Lot 2572
lOO'HL&Hme. 41039
250 'HL& Camp 20898
Backlot HLD 26617
Backlot & Cottgs. 8211
Lot NHLS 1320












NHLS & Cott. 6699
Home & Bldgs. 21092
Land 2754
305 'HL SW 16647
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Costin, David E.Sr .&ClarieS.
Cotter, Bernard P.&Agnes
Cotter, Timothy J. &
Carr Michael, Michele
Cotton Family Trust, The
Cowie, Mariorie R.&Robert C.
Cox, William T. & Hazel M.
Coyne, Elizabeth V.
Cressy, John E. & Nancy J.
Crider, Eleanor F.
Crisman, James H.&Patricia D.
(Vet. Ex.)
Croan , Peter B.
Crockett, Reid & Charlotte M.
Cronk, Sherwood W.&E.S.
Crooks, Chester R. Estate
Croteau, John & Joann M. &
LaLiberte, Jayne&Larry
Cull en, James E.





Cusha, Bruce R. & Elizabeth R.





Lot SDC #59 2592
Cott. And.Ld. 12500
Hse. & Gar. 29560
Backlot & Cott. 13697
140'HL&Cott. 15678
Home & Gar. 20421

















52'HL & Cott 12957
Hme,Ld,Trlr. 3000
Home & Shed 10338
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Davis, Donald D. & Isabel B.
Davis, Frederick D.&Esi-elleC.
Davis, John R. & Elinor H.
(Vet. Ex.)
Davis, Michael C.&Fred A.
Davis, Robert & Nancy
Davis, Roberta
Davis, Roy A. & Sara
Dawson, Marjorie A.
DeAngelis, Edson R& Karen H.
Dedek, Dana A. & Renata M.
Deeley, Margaret
DeGruccio, Nicholas P.&Sarah




Delude, Paul D.&Shirley A.
DeMatteo, Stephen P. Jr. &
Barbara
DeMeola, William & Patricia
Demers, David C. & Marcia R.
DePierrefin, Alain Y.
DerManouelin , Aram
Desrosiers, Reed B. & Burr,
Mrs. John
Deveau , Albert R. & Doris I.
DiDonato, James A.&Cynthla A.
Diehl, David C. & Lorelei S.
DiFronzo, Janice T.
DiGiacomo, Anthony D. &
Woznick, Suzanne
Dionne, Paul & Pamela R.
Doe, Richard
Donahue, Dennis M.&Jeanna K.














Lot 60 HL 45405
Lot 2740


































Norwood Ld. & Hme
42992
Ld.&Shed 5332
Lot, Trlr. , Sheds 2560
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Dora, Alfred M. & Doris S,
Doring, Bruce B. &
Marguerite A.
Doring, Robert C. & Ann M.
Dorsey, Patricia
Dougal, Edward A.& Stephanie
Doyle, Thomas R.
Drovin, Robert J. Sc Grace
Dube, Ronald R.Sc Joyce A.
Duby, Russell R. & Cynthia M.
Dufault, Robert L. & Susan M.
Duffy, Diane C.
Duffy, Leo H. & Thomas C.
Dugan, Norbert L.& Doris L.
DiiGray, Robert E.
Duhamel, Robert R. M.D.
Duncan, David J. & Deborah M.
Duplissie, Harriet
Dural, Bruce T. & Susan J.
Durand, Edward A. & Raymond
Durward, Kathleen R. & Kenneth
Dwyer, Maurice F. & Janice G.
GL,Cott,GAR&Shed $17909 $ 17909 $ 515.00
Lot HLD
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988
NAME DESCRIPTION & VALUE ACRES
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988




Fish, Ronald P. Sr.
Fiske, ArthurE. & Eunice E.




Fletcher, Raymond & Hazel
Flink, Hazel H.
Foley, Barbara, Taber, Christ-
Ian, Opidee,Marie E.
Fontaine, Alice A,
Fontaine, Lionel J.&Jean M.
(Vet. Ex.0
Forcier, Thomas S. & Wiggin,
Lucille A.
Forehand, Stephan D.&Janet D.
Forgit, John A.& Holly E.
Forrest, Gerald R.&Phyllis B.
Forester, Walter & Frances
Forster, Walter G.& Walter J.
Forsyth, William GC & Joan
Fosberry, Charles F.&LeighD.
Fox, Robert S.&Patricia A.
Frazier, Roland J.&Susie H.
Frechette, Priscilla Maynard
Frost, Chester E.
Fuller, Barry & Joyce?>
Fuller, Wayne & Carrie
Fulling, Lester F. & Rose M,
Fyfe, Bradford S.
Home & Shed $
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988




Gagnon, Glenn P. & Descot-
B^ux, Laura M.
Gagnon, Josephine & Arlene
Galey, Helen F.
Gallant, Andrew & Ruth &
Patricia Ann
Galloway, Jeane M. Estate
Ganley,John F.Jr.& Mary M.
Garand, Kenneth & Marveline J.
Garland, Florence E.
(W.Vet. Ex.)
Garnett, Gordon & Zelasny,Joan
(Vtet. Ex.)
Garnett, Otis, Robert L. &
Gordon A.
Garrity, Edith I.





Gay, Brier, B.& Lois W.
Gay, Evelyn R.
Gay, Jerrold R.&Beverly A.
Gebhardt, Richard L.ScMarionH,
Geddes, Paul
Gendron, Albert & Rita C.
Geoffrey, David G.&Alice M.
Getty, Earle E.&Vivian L.
Getty, Irene
Giarnella, Ralph A. &Sandra C.
Gibbs, Kenneth N.& Mona N.
Gibbs, Melvin E.&Judith A.
(Vet. Ex.)
Gibson, Herbert G.&Hazel C.
Giguirre, Cecile M.
Gilcrest, Philip W. Jr.





Glazier, Demock. B. ,Jr.
Gleason, Allison A.&Bertha T.
Gleason, Nancy & Hayes, Casey,
& Hayes, Judith M.
Lot SDC $ 2668 3.8
GL,CottScGar. 23296 .29
Chickering Ld. 5766 96.1
60 'HL Cot.&Shed 17501
60 'HL lot 3000
42' HL 2560 2
Lot NHLS 1320
Lot CP #5 2746 5.1
Mobile Home 8958
Land & Bldgs. 32231 53



































Whitney Ld. 2524 1.4
Lot IP 2500
25'GL & Boathse. 5299 .03















































RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988




Glebus, Joseph J &Mary L.
Glowney, Laurence R. & Laurie,
Glowney,Michelle& Ryan, Timothy
Goddard, James D.&Margaret A.
Godfrey, Joseph P.&KathleenA.
Goodale, Robert C.&Sally A.




Goulet, Leopole & Pauline
Grabarz, Henry J& Irraia
Grainger, Edward J.&Claire L.
Grandpre' , Louis E. &
Virginia R.
Granite Lake Assoc,
Grant, Lyle D.&Julia V.
Greater New England, Inc.
Green, Donald C.&Jean R.
Gregory, George L.&Elizabeth L,
Grenier, Lucien & Barbara






Griffon, Robert R. & Elizabeth
Grimard, Bernie R.
Grimard, Roger W. & Joan M.
Gould





Quay,Richard & Donna Lee
Guide, Alexander S. Ill








HLD Lot 290 2500
HLD Lot 289 2500

























































































































RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988










Hall, David & Gallup, Patricia
Hall, J. Frank
Hall, Rev.Frank & Anita
Hall, Wayne G.& Kathy A.
Halter, John D. & Diane G.
Hamel, Louis W.&Georgette P.
Hamilton, Hazel S.
Hamilton, Philip A.&Donna M.
Hampoian, Harry & Diane




Harkless, Lloyd B.&Deanna J.








Harris, David R.&Merle W.







Haven, Haven & Rouisse
A.Holmes Ld.
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988
NAME
Hayes, Elizabeth F.
Hayes, Joseph S. & Arlene C.
Hayes, Judith M.
(W.Vet. Ex.)
Hayes, Judith M.& Brian C.
Hayes , Michael & Susan
Hayner, R. Russell & YvonneS.




Hebert, Arthur L.&Nancy A,
Hebert, E.J.& J.E.





Hidden Lake Civic Assoc.
Hiestand, C.James & Denise
Highland Lake Assoc. Inc.
Hilchey, Joseph H.&Georana R.
Hildreth, Alice
Hill, Lucy B.
Hiller, John T.Jr.&Carmella A,








RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988



















Huber, Dennis R.&Judith G.
Hueglin, Frederick C.III&Ann




Hyde, Charles E. Sr.
415'CP&Cott.
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988




Johnson, William V.&Susan R.
ScCongdon ,William&June
Jones, Allen T. & Kellie R.






Jubert, Michael S.&Karen S.
2 Cottg.l21'HL $
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988






Kirber, Herbert P.&Maria W.
Kirby, Joseph F.& Elizabeth P.
Klebanoff , Howard & Sandra
paie, Henry A.&Hester C.
Khicely, Gerald E.&Barbara A.
Knight, Stephen H.&Vikki L.
Kochis, Laura B.
Koeller, Floyd E.& Joan G.
Kopriski, Michael J.& Marion
Kbski, Edwin A.& Millecent B.
Kowalski, Joseph S.&Marianne
Krasinski , Bernard & Irma
Kravarik, GeorgeR.&Dorothy R.
Krutt, Richard L.&Susan R.
Hibeck, Gerald E.&Barbara A.
Kuehl, John F. & Beth E. Jr.
Kurapu, Walter R. & Marjorie J.
Kurpeski, Ann L.
Kwaak, Donald H.& Constance L.
1230'CP $
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988




Lake Falls Assoc, (cont'd)
Lambert, Dennis & Peggy
Lambert , Robert
(Vet. Ex.)
Lamy, Maurice & Jane
Landale, Dean & Christine
Lang, Charles O.&Darrelle S.
Langille, Edward D.& Hazel D.












Lehrman, Henry J. Ill
Lehtinen, Edwin & Mary
Leinweber, Richard & Maureen
Lekberg, Jim M& Rebecca H.
Imeieux, William H.&Mildred L.
Lent, Dale & Richard
Leonard, Edward B.&EleanorM.




Lessard, Gerald J.&Jean B.
Levandowski, Robert A. &
Christie D.
Levering, Chester E.&Debra J.
Leyden, Donald F.& Marion F.
L'Heureux, Mark Rw
Lhota, John & Elizabeth
Foundation
RESIDENT 8c NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988




Llbby, Tracy D.&Katherine T.
Lifriere, Davis & Rita A.
Lightbody, John L. Jr. & Karen
Lightbody, John L. Sr.
Phyllis C.
Lind, David O.




Lowe, John L. & Virginia G.
Lowenthal, William&Gail M.
Ley, Reinhard, S.&Olivia M.





Lyons, Kevin & Claudia
Lyonnais, Martha I. &
LaMothe , Patricia
Home
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988
NA]'4E
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988






Mazzella, Andrew S.&Nancy P.
McCall, Kenneth F.
McCrackin, James D. &.
Kathleen L.
McCullough, Hugh & Violet E.
McElman, Michael & Kim
Mclver, Kim & Brian
McKinley, Micky
McLaughlin, Loretta J. &
Laurie J.
McMahon, Aub rey A. gcMarjorie
(Vet. Ex.)
McNeish, Cleo J.&Marion E.
McOsker, Timothy C.& Joyce D.
McPadden, Michael & Judith
Meausky, James & Maureen
Mednis, Arvido, Salmita &Juris
Mercer, Jack B.& Olive
Merchand, Jean-Pierre Norman
Merchant , Cynthia L.













Mixa, Stanley & Alexander
Mix, Maurica E.& Alice
Moe, W. West & Ruth H.
Molesky, Anthony T.& Ethel
Moniz, Mark
Montineri, Paul & Sonia L.
Monty, Kevin & Joanns
Ld.&Cott.
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988
NAME
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988
NAME DESCRIPTION & VALUE ACRES TOTAL
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988












Patterson, Richard W.&Paula A.
Paul, Robert A.&Jean L.
Peate, Kenneth & Leslie
Pedro, Joseph E. Jr. & Amy
Peffers, William F. & Laurette
& Bruce
Pelletier, Roger R.&Rena C.
Peppin, Norman A. & Diane S.
Pereira, Jose S.
Perron, Robert F. &, Suzanne F.
Perry, E. Ronald (% Int. Perry)
Pessin, Joseph & Rose
Peterson, Alfred C.Jr.&A.C.Jr.
(Vet. Ex.)
Peterson, George H.&Carole A.
Peterson, Georege H.&
Bach, Charles R.
Peterson, Jacob A. Jr.
Pfundstein, George A.
Phalon, Robert W.& Phyllis O.
Phelan, Linda E. & Alan P.
Phelps, Timothy P. & Nora Ann
Phillbrick, Steven A. &Barbara
Phillips, Clayton B. &
Cynthia D. etals





RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988
NAME
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988








Prunier, Paul A. & Kathleen
Public Service Co. of N.H.
Lot
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988






Richer, Everett & Lowell,
Elizabeth (Vet. Ex.)
Richer, Dennis A.&Lynda S.
Riddle, Caroli'n S.
Riddle, Carolyn C. & Hoffman,
Terry B.
Riesenberg, Jerome C. &
Catherine J.
Riesenberg, John J. Jr. &
Gwendolyn S. (Vet. Ex.)
Ringland, Vera Estate
Rioux, William E.& Cynthia J.
Rioux, William J. &Grace
(Vet. Ex.)
Ripley, F. Fuller &
Elizabeth R.
Ripley, Sally
Riso, Gregory R.& Green,
Denald
Ritchie, Kenneth H. &.
Barbara C.
Ritchie, Kenneth & Carolyn
Rivers, Harold Jr.





Roentsch, Elmer M.&Mary C.
Roeser, Sanford & DeVeer,
Virginia M.
Rogan, Brian E.&Amy D.
Rohloff, Arthur & Inez





Ross, Daniel & VJallace,
Margaret L.
Rdss, James & Lisa, Thomas, Paulai25'IP&Cott.
Scott & Joanne 1/3 each
Ross, William F.&Katherine E. Backlot HLD
Rossi, Joseph F. & Katheryn M. 100' HL&Cott.
Rowan, Melvyn & Arlene NHLS
Rowehl, Edwin F. & Virginia 160 'HL&Cott.
Lot
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988







Rumrill, Alan F.&Kimberly A.
Rumrill, Frances P.
Rumrill, Frances P. 2/3 &
Rumrill, Rodney 1/3
Rumrill, R. Rodney
Ruscio, John A. & Katherine J.
Ryder, Dale R. Wendy &. Darlene
45 'GL Cott.
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1986




Sawyer, Phyllis C. &
Thibault, Jeanne
Schellens, Edward J.&Theresa A,
Scherer, Walter S.&
Marjorie M.
Schillemat, Edward R. Jr. &
Harriet A.
Schwartz, Mary N. & Eugene J.
Seabury, Kendall L&MichaelP.
Seaman, Robert F. & Kathryn D.
Seaver, Lanny R.& Judith G.
Secco, John J.St Dorothy S.
Security Land Co.
Selines, Feliz E.&Natalie B.
Semsel, Mary E.
Seppala Family Trust
Serbent, Walter F.&Jane K.
Severence, Alfred T.&
Edwards, Orville





Shepard, Effie G,, Epstein,
Sharon E.&Germaine, JanetLee
Shea, Wei Lee & Mary K.
Siegal, Jeff R. & Eileen B.
Silverman, Harvey M. &
Gretchen K.
Silvia, Anthony
Simas, Arthur & Priscilla B.






Sirois, John A. & Lucia A.
Sisk, Michael D.&Virginia A.
Home place
RESIDE3\IT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988





Slavik, Frank & Evelyn
Slepain, Jean
Small, James C.Jr. & Patricia
&Hodder,Alonzo & June L.
Smalley, Joh M.&Geraldine M.
Smedley, VJilliam V.ScJanet M
Smith, Andrew
( E.Ex.)
Smith, Dale E.Sc Deborah J.
Smith, Edward G.&Eleanor M.
Smith, Harold A.& Luane J.
Smith, Robert A.




Society for Protection of
N. H, Forests
Spadaro, Anthony & Annette
Spagnulo, Alma & Lawrence,
Larry & Rita
Spakowski, George & Jane
Spallone, John W. & Celeste G.
Spera, Nicholas J. &
Elizabeth A.
Spruceland Owners Assoc. Inc.
Squillante, Robert & Polifrone
John & Lucille
Staats, Albert J. & Lina
Stack, Robert J. & Joan B.
Staples, Barbara
Starr, Chester R. & Rachel H.
Spruceland
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988




State of N. H. Div. of
Forests & Land
Steele, Leon & Carol J.
Steele, Roger L. & Janet M.
Stevens, George Estate
Stoddard Development Corp.




Stone, Frederick G. &
Maude M.
Stone, Richard L. Jr.
Stone, Theodore J.&Korala E.
Stonoha, Robert R.&Patricia
Strong, Allie B.&Geraldine V.
Stucky, Frank T. Ill &
Sullivan Bartholomew &
Catherine









Swett, Herbert & Mary
Sysyn, David A.
Szunaski, Joseph T. & Fay L.
Szyurko, Daniel J. &. MargueriteHLS Lot
HL Backlot
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988




Taylor, Cary J.& Barbara
Taylor, Donald W.
(Vet. Ex.)
Taylor, James D.&Suzanne M.
Taylor, Timothy S.&Eugenia
Tedder, Jean Odella ,Odell,
Robert J. & Hicks, Norine &
Terrill, Whitman H. Jr. & EvaS
Terry, Robert D. &Lorraine D.
Tetro, Wayne S.& Trudy A.
Theriault, Irene B.
Theros, Arthur G.&Bessie G.
Thomas, Edward & Linda

















RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988





Troxell, Col. Raymond A. &
Claire M.
Truesdell, Miriam C. &
Laraway , Nancy
Tsen, Meng Chi
Tullie, Donald J. & Paula S
Turmail, Judith K.
Turner, Charles B.&Carol E.
Turner, Kennth B.Jr^T & Joan D,
Turner, Michael L. & Solveig





170' IP & Beach
RESIDENT & N0N-RESIDE3^T VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988
N.AME DESCRIPTION & VALUE ACRES
Vigneau
,
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988
NAME
RESIDENT & NON-RESIDENT VALUATIONS & TAXES FOR 1988






Williston, Hamlin L. &
Elizabeth G.
Wilson, Craig F.& Susan B.
Wilson, Henry C. Jr.
Wilson, James D. & Mary Ann
A. Trustees
Wilson, Raymond E.
Wilson, Richard F. Jr. &
Margaret M.
Wilson, Richard F.& Vivian A.
Wixon, Bruce C. & Joyce A.
Wohlander, Roy A. & Elaine N.
Woislaw, William A. & LindaL.
Wood, Donald E. Sr.
Wood, James C.&Martha C.
Wood, Rita A.
Wood, Roger L. Sr.&
Frances M.
(Vet. Ex.)
Woodbury, John H. Ill &
Marion T.
Woodcock, Charles M. & Polly
Woods, Donald L. & Tessie D.
Woods, Doris H.
Woods, Robert P. & Cheryl L
Worth, John W. & JoAnn
Wright, Helen A.
Wright, Lawrence B. &
Margaret S.
Wright, Michael H. & Olson,
Betsey M.
Wright, Robert & Freda C.
Wyman, Martha J. & Bailey
711 'Mill PondS,Hme$34572
Land 7560
Land (Part of 744
Security)
250'HL,SW, ScCott. 26155
175'HL, IS &Cott. 16308



























Hme. & Gar. 22125
GL Cott. 14817
S.65'HL&Cott. 16797









Lot IP ROW 400
89' GL 8900
40' HL & Cott. 9230
Friend House 27694































































Abreviatlons Used in Town Report Properly Descriptions:
HL-Highland Lake
IP-Island Pond
NHLS-NH Lake Shores
SDC-Sloddard Development Corp.
HLD-Hidden Lake Development
GL-Granite Lake
CP-Center Pond
DB-Dead Brook
PC-Pickerel Cove
HLS-Hidden Lake Shores
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